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Abstract
We continue the study started in [Noschese and Pasquini, Eigenvalue condition numbers: zero-structured versus traditional.
J. Comput. Appl. Math. 185 (2006) 174–189] concerning the sensitivity of simple eigenvalues of a matrix A to perturbations in A
that belong to a chosen subspace of matrices. In [Noschese and Pasquini, Eigenvalue condition numbers: zero-structured versus
traditional. J. Comput. Appl. Math. 185 (2006) 174–189] the zero-structured perturbations have been considered. Here we focus on
patterned perturbations, and the cases of the Toeplitz and of the Hankel matrices are investigated in detail. Useful expressions of
the absolute patterned condition number of the eigenvalue  and of the analogue of the matrix yxH, which leads to the traditional
condition number of , are given. MATLAB codes are deﬁned to compare traditional, zero-structured and patterned condition
numbers. A report on signiﬁcant numerical tests is included.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, research concerning the eigenvalue conditioning has devoted growing attention to the case of eigenvalues of
structuredmatrices undergoing appropriate structured perturbations (see e.g. [5,9,7,8,6] and the literature cited therein).
In [7] we considered a subspaceS ⊆ Cn×n of zero-structured matrix perturbations and we started with the following
deﬁnition of the individual absolute zero-structured condition number s() of a simple eigenvalue :
s() := max
{∣∣∣∣y
HEx
yHx
∣∣∣∣ , ‖E‖F = 1, E ∈S
}
.
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Here x and y, respectively, are the right and the left eigenvector associated with , ‖x‖2 = ‖y‖2 = 1, and the ratio
yHEx
yHx
(1)
is [11,3,2] the coefﬁcient of the ﬁrst term in the expansion in powers of  of (), () being the eigenvalue of A + E
that tends toward  when  goes to zero:
() =  + y
HEx
yHx
 + O(2).
Then we obtained the following useful expression of s():
s() = ‖W|S‖F|yHx| . (2)
In this expression, W|S is the restriction toS of the matrix
W := yxH.
For example, ifS is the subspace formed by the upper triangular matrices then W|S is the upper triangular part of
W.
Remark 1.1. It is worth recalling [11,3,2] that W maximizes the modulus of the ratio (1) in the set of all the unit
norm matrix perturbations E, and that taking E = W leads to the traditional individual condition number of :
() = 1|yHx| . (3)
As in [7], we shall refer to W as the Wilkinson perturbation and to the matrix
W|S
‖W|S‖F
as theS-structured analogue of the Wilkinson perturbation W. In fact [7], if
E = W|S‖W|S‖F
,
the modulus of the ratio in (1) attains its maximum value inS.
In this paper we go into details by extending our investigation to the most popular symmetry-patterned nonnormal
matrices and by studying symmetry-patterned condition numbers of their eigenvalues. The results are compared with
those obtained taking into account only the zero-structure [7]. Toeplitz and nonreal Hankel matrices are treated in
detail to provide a guide to the more general cases of the persymmetric, complex persymmetric, complex symmetric,
skew-persymmetric, complex skew-persymmetric and complex skew-symmetric matrices. Normal matrices (circulant,
symmetric, skew-symmetric, Hermitian, skew-Hermitian, . . .) are not considered since they have perfectly conditioned
eigenvalues, even if they might deserve some attention in case of small enough ratios between symmetry-patterned and
zero-structured condition numbers.
Such a further investigation of the theory in [7] is worthwhile. In fact, if A is a symmetry-patterned matrix, it is not
difﬁcult to imagine situations in which one could be interested in considering only matrix perturbations E which have
the same symmetry-pattern as A.
In Sections 1–4,P denotes either the subspace of Toeplitz perturbations or the subspace of Hankel perturbations we
want to consider. Also, P-diagonal stands for either diagonal (Toeplitz case) or anti-diagonal (Hankel case).
The most natural choice isP=PA,PA denoting the subspace of the matrices having the same pattern as A. In fact,
it means that all the nonzero P-diagonals in A can undergo to perturbations and this is the most usual situation when
the focus is on machine perturbations E.
Choosing P ⊂ PA matches the cases in which only a proper subset of the nonzero P-diagonals in A have to be
perturbed, for instance because the remaining ones are formed by machine numbers.
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The remaining choices of the subspace P are included to cover even the situations in which theoretical arguments
lead to perturb zero P-diagonals.
The individualP-patterned condition number is deﬁned by considering only matrix perturbations E belonging toP.
Leaving out the pattern, the chosen subspace P leads to the subspace S mentioned before and considered in [7].
SubspaceSwill be used together withP tomake comparisons between theS-structured and theP-patterned condition
numbers. Even the traditional condition numbers will be involved in the comparisons.
The outline of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to an explanation of notation and terminology we use in the paper.
In Section 3, adapting an idea already used in [7], we derive from the existing theory of structured conditioning
[5,9] convenient expressions for theP-patterned condition number of a simple eigenvalue of a patterned matrix. Also,
we obtain a representation of the P-patterned analogue of the Wilkinson perturbation W, i.e., a representation of the
unit–norm matrix E that maximizes inP the modulus of ratio (1).A particular case arising in the applications is treated
in Section 3.4.
Section 4 documents quite signiﬁcant results we obtained carrying out numerical tests on random patterned matrices.
In Section 5 we update the theory in Section 3 to other families of patterned matrices.
2. Terminology and notation
We use “zero-structure” and evenS-structure to mean any structure deﬁned by locations of zeros.We include in the
zero-structured matrices the full matrices.S denotes the subspace associated with the zero-structure.
A closer analysis of the entries may reveal a symmetry-pattern. We use “symmetry-pattern” to mean a pattern that
exhibits a kind of symmetry (reﬂection, rotation, translation, etc.). Examples are the patterns mentioned above.
p()denotes the individual absoluteP-patterned conditionnumber deﬁnedby consideringonlymatrix perturbations
E belonging to P.
W↓P denotes the matrix one obtains by taking the matrix W|S and replacing in each P-diagonal all the entries
with their mean.
3. The P-patterned condition number
When A is aP-patterned matrix, the machine perturbation matrices E areP-patterned matrices too. This induced us
to investigate if, and how much, the P-patterned condition number p() is smaller than s().
We write
p() := max
{∣∣∣∣y
HEx
yHx
∣∣∣∣ , ‖E‖F = 1, E ∈ P
}
. (4)
As in [7], we need some preliminaries. We start with a technique suggested to us by F. Tisseur [4,9].
3.1. Adapting the existing theory
We mark from bottom-left to top-right in the Toeplitz case [from top-left to bottom-right in the Hankel case] the
structureP-diagonals of the matrices inP and we denote by k = dim(P) their number. This way we make a selection
of k P-diagonals and an arrangement of them which depend on P and can be referred to any matrix in Cn×n.
We ﬁrst apply the just deﬁned arrangement to any E ∈ P. Then, adapting an argument already used in the general
linear structured case in [9], we take from the ith P-diagonal of E its common value i = i (E), i = 1 : k, and we
assume it as the ith component of a column vector  = (E) ∈ Ck .
There exists a unique matrix B = B(P) ∈ Cn2×k such that
vec(E) = B, for each E ∈ P, (5)
where the vec operator, which stacks the columns of a matrix into one long column vector, has been used and B is a
full rank matrix that depends only on P and not on E.
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Also, there exists a unique diagonal matrix D = D(P) = diag(d1, d2, . . . , dk) ∈ Ck×k such that
‖E‖F = ‖D‖2 for each E ∈ P. (6)
Even D is a full rank matrix that depends only on P and not on E.
Matrices B and D play an important role in the sequel even though they do not appear in our ﬁnal results. To make
clear how they are involved, it is worth going into some detail.
3.1.1. Matrices B and D
The deﬁnition of the diagonal matrix D is very simple. Its diagonal entry di is the square root of the size of the ith
P-diagonal in the above deﬁned arrangement of the k P-diagonals of the matrices in P.
If k = 2n − 1, (S= Cn×n), the matrix B ∈ Cn2×(2n−1) can be operatively deﬁned as follows:
B = zeros(n ∗ n, 2 ∗ n − 1);
aux = ﬂiplr(eye(n));
% aux = eye(n);
for i = 1 : n
B((i − 1) ∗ n + 1 : i ∗ n, i : n + i − 1) = aux;
end
(7)
Here the % marks the command that refers to the Hankel case whereas the previous command refers to the Toeplitz
case.
In the case of 1k < 2n − 1, some P-diagonals, say those of indices i1, i2, . . . , ih (h = 2n − 1 − k) in the above
described arrangement, vanish in all the matrices in P (and in S). In this case it is straightforward to see that the
relevant matrix B ∈ Cn2×k is obtained from the one deﬁned in (7) by deleting the columns of indices i1, i2, . . . , ih:
B(:, [i1, i2, . . . , ih]) = [].
3.1.2. Tisseur’s formulae
We start with Eq. (4.2) in [9]. We apply it to the P-patterned case, assuming P =PA. We regard the parameter 
that appears therein as the Frobenius norm of A and, using our notation, we get
p() = ‖y
H(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F
|yHx| , (8)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
3.2. Main result
Eq. (8) can be rewritten in a form which is theoretically more signiﬁcant and cheaper from a computational point of
view. This can be done by investigating the vector yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1 and then by stating a theorem that summarizes
one of the main results in this article.
We observe that yH(xT ⊗ I ) is a row vector of length n2 whose components are the entries of W arranged by
columns: (ypxq, p = 1 : n), q = 1 : n. In other words,
yH(xT ⊗ I ) = (vec(W))T.
Then we note that
(1) post-multiplying yH(xT ⊗ I ) by B results in a row vector yH(xT ⊗ I )B of length k. Its ith component, i = 1 : k, is
the sum of those ypxq ’s whose indices p, q locate the entries in the ithP-diagonal of W in the above described
arrangement;
(2) as a consequence yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1 is a row vector of length k whose ith component, i = 1 : k, is the ith
component of yH(xT ⊗ I ) B divided by the square root of the size of the ithP-diagonal in the above arrangement
of k P-diagonals of the matrices in P.
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Now we can state and prove the announced theorem. In the statement W↓P is the matrix introduced in Section 2.
In the proof, i denotes the ith component of the vector yH(xT ⊗ I )B (see points 1 and 2 above) and i denotes the
size of the ith P-diagonal in the above arrangement of the k P-diagonals of the matrices in P (see point 2 above).
Theorem 3.1. One has∥∥∥yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1∥∥∥
F
= ∥∥W↓P∥∥F.
Proof. From points 1 and 2 above and from the deﬁnition of W↓P it easily follows that the modulus of the ith
component of vector yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1 and the Frobenius norm of the ithP-diagonal in W↓P assume the same value
|i |/√i . As a consequence, we can write
‖yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F = ‖W↓P‖F = ‖W↓P‖F,
and this concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. Taking this theorem into account, we can update the previous formula for p(), writing
p() = ‖W↓P‖F|yHx| . (9)
Eq. (9) is the announced more signiﬁcant expression for theP-patterned condition number. From a theoretical point
of view, it shows how matrix W is involved in the matter. From a computational point of view, the computation of
‖W↓P‖F is much less expensive than that of ‖yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F.What is more, the storage requirement is less than
that required by the matrices (xT ⊗ I ) and BD−1, which are of dimensions n × n2 and n2 × k, respectively.
However, the role played by W↓P is fully highlighted by Theorem 3.3, which needs the following lemma. In the
proof of the lemma the i’s and the i’s are used again.
Lemma 3.2. The following equality holds:
yHW↓Px = ‖W↓P‖2F.
Proof. One has
yHW↓Px =
n∑
p=1
yp
n∑
q=1
(W↓P)pqxq ,
but it is convenient to reorder the addenda by P-diagonals. To do so, we consider the contribution of the ith
P-diagonal in the above arrangement of the k P-diagonals of the matrices in P. We denote it by 	i and we observe
that 	i = ii/i , i = 1 : k. Thus, we have
yHW↓Px =
k∑
i=1
	i = ‖W↓P‖2F.
This concludes the proof. 
Theorem 3.3. The P-patterned analogue of the Wilkinson perturbation W is given by
W↓P
‖W↓P‖F
. (10)
Proof. By virtue of the above lemma we can write
yH
W↓P
‖W↓P‖F
x = ‖W↓P‖F.
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Dividing by |yHx| leads to the absolute P-patterned condition number in (9) and, as a consequence, the matrix in
(10) is one of the unit norm matrices that yield the maximum in (4). The proof is concluded. 
Remark 3.2. Notice that W↓P is the nearest matrix in P to W in the Frobenius norm.
3.3. When may the P-patterned condition number be of practical interest?
From the equalities in (2) and in (9) it follows immediately
p()
s()
= ‖W↓P‖F‖W|S‖F
. (11)
Remark 3.3. This means that, in the case of a P-patterned matrix, a signiﬁcant gain in the information about the
conditioning of may be obtained by considering theP-patterned condition number instead of the zero-structured one,
if s() is large and the above ratio is small. A too small s() might prevent a signiﬁcant gain even in case of a small
ratio. Note that s() large implies () large.
We can also infer that the more the means of the P-diagonals in W|S are close to zero and those P-diagonals are
heavy, the more signiﬁcant the gain is.
Remark 3.4. Moreover, a look at the last ratio in (11) and a comparison with the analogous one
s()
()
= ‖W|S‖F‖W‖F = ‖W|S‖F,
which can be derived from the theory in [7], show that the gain is unlikely to be as signiﬁcant as the one we can obtain
by considering the zero-structured condition numbers instead of the traditional ones.
3.4. When real perturbations are preferred to the complex ones
Sometimes it is of interest to consider only real Toeplitz perturbations E to a Toeplitz matrix. This is the case,
for instance, when the Toeplitz matrix A is real,  is nonreal, W↓P is nonreal too, and machine perturbations are
considered.
On this subject, F. Tisseur [10] brought to our attention a paper [1] in which such an interesting issue is solved with
regard to any matrix A and to the traditional condition numbers. In [1] it is proved that ()
/√
2 R()(),
R() being the traditional condition number with respect only to real perturbations E.
In [7] we proved that a natural modiﬁcation of these inequalities holds in the case of the zero-structured condition
numbers, that is to say that
s()√
min(2,m)
sR()s(), (12)
where m is the dimension of the subspace S and sR() denotes the zero-structured condition number with respect
only to real zero-structured perturbations E.
The above inequalities continue to hold even in the case of the P-patterned condition number. In other words, it is
still true that
p()√
min(2, k)
pR()p(), (13)
pR() being the P-patterned condition number with respect only to real Toeplitz perturbations E to a Toeplitz
matrix A.
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Proof of (13). To prove the inequalities in (13), we start with Eq. (2.5) in [1]. Using (5), we write vec(E) = B =
BD−1D for each E ∈ P and using (6) we write ‖vec(E)‖2 = ‖E‖F = ‖D‖2 for each E ∈ P. Then Eq. (2.5) in [1]
becomes
pR() = 1|yHx| sup
D∈Rk,‖D‖2=1
∥∥∥∥
[
Re(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
Im(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
]
D
∥∥∥∥
2
= 1|yHx|
∥∥∥∥
[
Re(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
Im(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
]∥∥∥∥
2
.
Now, taking account of the equality∥∥∥∥
[
Re(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
Im(yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1)
]∥∥∥∥
F
= ‖yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F,
of the deﬁnition in (8) of p(), and of the well known relations between the 2-norm and the Frobenius norm, it follows
p()√
min(2, k)
= ‖y
H(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F√
min(2, k)|yHx| pR()
‖yH(xT ⊗ I )BD−1‖F
|yHx| = p(),
and this concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.5. The inequalities in (12) and in (13) say that s() and p() provide excellent estimates of sR() and
pR(), respectively. In particular, in the case of k = 1 (in the case of m = 1) p() even equals pR() (s() even
equals sR()).
4. Numerical tests
This section documents quite signiﬁcant results we obtained carrying out numerical tests on random P-patterned
matrices (MATLAB Version 7 (R14) has been used). The MATLAB scripts to repeat the trials are available upon
request.
4.1. Toeplitz case
We treated several Toeplitz patterns. For each one of them we did the following. After having entered the command
rand(‘seed’,0), for each n, n = 50: 50: 500, we randomly generated a matrix A(j)n , j = 1: 1000, having the current
Toeplitz pattern, and we investigated the conditioning of its eigenvalues (j)1 , 
(j)
2 , . . . , 
(j)
n .
The Toeplitz patterns were chosen taking account of the following considerations.
Numerical evidence shows that random full Toeplitz matrices have quite small traditional condition numbers. What
is more, a result in [8] proves that, if the 2-norm is used in place of the Frobenius one, the P-patterned condition
number in (4) equals the traditional one in case a full Toeplitz matrix is considered.
On the other hand, a rough argument proves that the larger is the length of a diagonal, the smaller can be expected
to be the contribution of that diagonal to ‖W↓P‖F in comparison with its contribution to ‖W|S‖F.
The above considerations induced us to try narrow-band Toeplitz matrices and to expect better results when n
increases, worse results when the band widens. In fact, the tests fairly conﬁrm our prediction. Table 1 reports results
related to the choice P = P
A
(j)
n
and to the tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, eptadiagonal and lower Hessenberg cases.
The last column shows the values assumed by
min
j=1:1000 mini=1:n
p((j)i )
s((j)i )
. (14)
The relevant condition numbers (), s(), and p() are also shown. For each case, we report information only
on the trial that yielded the most favorable value in (14) but the table is representative of what happens in general in
the case of random Toeplitz matrices.
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Table 1
Toeplitz case
Pattern n () s() t() p()/s()
trid 500 1.5457+31 4.2401+5 2.1498+0 5.0703 − 6
penta 400 1.5625+16 3.7517+2 8.9795 − 2 2.3935 − 4
epta 300 1.0295+16 3.6298+2 2.9231 − 1 8.0531 − 4
lhess 500 2.4607+15 1.2425+3 5.2909 − 1 4.2583 − 4
Table 2
Hankel case
Pattern n () s() p() p()/s()
anti-trid 400 1.3749+2 2.2068+1 7.9909 − 2 3.6211 − 3
anti-penta 500 3.6415+2 5.2867+0 5.2606 − 1 9.9506 − 2
anti-epta 500 3.8315+2 2.6447+0 3.5722 − 1 1.3507 − 1
anti-uhess 450 2.6642+5 4.1953 − 2 4.2222 − 7 1.0064 − 5
4.2. Hankel case
Numerical evidence shows that the traditional condition numbers of the eigenvalues of randomly generated Hankel
matrices are quite small. As a consequence, to obtain some interesting result, we computed
max
n=50:50:500 maxj=1:1000 maxi=1:n (
(j)
i ) (15)
processing randomly generated anti-tridiagonal, anti-pentadiagonal, anti-eptadiagonal and anti-upper Hessenberg Han-
kel matrices A(j)n , j = 1: 1000, of dimensions n = 50: 50: 500. As in Section 4.1, we chose P = PA(j)n , j = 1: 1000,
n = 50: 50: 500.
Again, for each one of the four patterns above, we report in Table 2 information on the trial that yielded the most
favorable value in (15). Such information is representative of what happens in general in the case of random nonreal
Hankel matrices.
As in the Toeplitz case, more favorable ratios are obtained when the dimension increases and the band narrows but,
again as in the Toeplitz case, the last row shows surprisingly good results in the anti-upper-Hessenberg case.
The followingﬁgureswere obtained byMATLAB’s commands imagesc(abs(·)) and colorbar.Thematrices involved,
respectively, are the W|S (Fig. 1) and the W↓P (Fig. 2) related to the matrix A and to the eigenvalue  that gave the
results in the last row in Table 2. Fig. 1 conﬁrms the substantial difference between () and s(). In fact, a look at
Fig. 1 and at its colorbar leads to forecast a quite small Frobenius norm of the matrix W|S (the numerator in (2)) and
to see that the heavy parts of the matrix W, which has Frobenius norm 1 (the numerator in (3)), are all practically out
of the anti-upper Hessenberg zero-structure. Regarding s() and p(), a comparison between the ﬁgures and a look
at the colorbars allow to realize that the ratio p()/s() has to be quite small, say of magnitude 10−5. This could
have been forecasted also by taking into account the deﬁnition of W↓P—which is obtained from W|S by replacing
in each anti-diagonal all the entries with their mean—and observing that the spread of the weights in the anti-diagonals
in the matrix W|S suggests an appreciable deviation of W↓P from W|S.
4.3. The codes
Besides the already mentioned scripts, further MATLAB software is available upon request. It is designed to treat
any subspacePA, allows the user to select any subspaceP and yields the traditional, zero-structured andP-patterned
condition numbers. Plenty of comments provide a practical guide for the use. Also, plots of the matrices involved can
be visualized.
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Fig. 1. Anti-upper Hessenberg case reported in the last row in Table 2: matrix W|S.
Fig. 2. Anti-upper Hessenberg case reported in the last row in Table 2: matrix W↓P.
5. Other symmetry-patterned cases
The result in (9) holds even in case of more general subspaces P of symmetry-patterned matrix perturbations; for
instance, in case the pattern consists of repetitions, up to the sign, of entries in assigned positions.
Often one can guess the nearest matrix W↓P to W inP (see Remark 3.2). In any case, W↓P can be constructed
following the line presented in Section 3 and properly building the matrices B and D. The proofs of the results in
that section only require straightforward modiﬁcations. In order to bring examples, an outline of the extensions to the
more general cases of the persymmetric, complex persymmetric, complex symmetric, skew-persymmetric, complex
skew-persymmetric and complex skew-symmetric cases follows. Only the deﬁnition of the W↓P is reported.
5.1. Persymmetric and complex persymmetric cases
(W↓P)ij =
(W|S)ij + (W|S)n−j+1,n−i+1
2
, i, j = 1 : n.
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5.2. Complex symmetric case
(W↓P)ij =
(W|S)ij + (W|S)ji
2
, i, j = 1 : n.
5.3. Skew-persymmetric and complex skew-persymmetric cases
(W↓P)ij =
(W|S)ij − (W|S)n−j+1,n−i+1
2
, i, j = 1 : n.
5.4. Complex skew-symmetric case
(W↓P)ij =
(W|S)ij − (W|S)ji
2
, i, j = 1 : n.
Remark 5.1. In both the persymmetric and skew-persymmetric cases (Sections 5.1 and 5.3) the inequalities in (13)
continue to hold. Now k continues to denote the dimension ofP and then one has 1kn(n + 1)/2. The proof is the
same as the one reported in Section 3.4.
Remark 5.2. The persymmetric, complex persymmetric and complex symmetric cases (Sections 5.1 and 5.2) deserve
attention even though in [8,6] it is proved that p()/()1/
√
2. In fact, such a result holds in the case ofS=Cn×n.
5.5. More particular Toeplitz and Hankel cases
More particular cases, which the theory developed in this paper can be applied to, are the following: nonreal per-
symmetric Hankel, nonreal symmetric Toeplitz, nonreal skew-persymmetric Hankel, nonreal skew-symmetric Toeplitz
cases. Such an application is a straightforward matter. For instance, in the nonreal symmetric Toeplitz case, W↓P is
obtained by taking the matrix W↓S and replacing in both the ith and the (2n− i)th diagonals, i = 1 : k (k = dim(P),
1kn), all the entries with the semisum of the means of the two diagonals.
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